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when a print spooler service is started, the system automatically attempts to locate and run a print
spooler component. if this is not found in the original path, it looks in the following locations,
beginning with the system directory, and the directories of the following locations: disclaimer: all
information provided on this site is for informational purposes only. such information does not
substitute for professional medical advice, and you should not use the information or products
featured in this blog without seeking the advice of your healthcare provider. in the event you should
choose to rely on the information you are given, you will be solely responsible for the results. the
missing path indicated a potential code execution opportunity if we can create the directory with
read and write permissions. an arbitrary dll can then be placed into the file path and invoked via
setprinterdataex. unfortunately, the environment directory (x64) inherits its dacl from its parent
directory, preventing unprivileged users from simply creating the missing path. many non-system
processes that are running can be stopped because they are not involved in running your operating
system. fdprint.dll is used by 'function discovery print provider dll'. this is an application created by
'microsoft corporation'.if you no longer use function discovery print provider dll, you can
permanently remove this software and thus fdprint.dll from your pc. to do this, press the windows
key + r at the same time and then type 'appwiz.cpl'. then find function discovery print provider dll in
the list of installed programs and uninstall this application. {ez_ad_units.push([[580,400],'processlibr
ary_com-medrectangle-4','ezslot_9',114,'0','0'])};__ez_fad_position('div-gpt-ad-processlibrary_com-
medrectangle-4-0');
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